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Abstract
The effective reuse of domain theories in problem solving requires
the problem-solving agent to identify general theories whose prop-
erties "scale up": they hold for a class of problems of varying size.
Otherwise, the agent will be overwhelmed by the cost of indexing
and retrieving a huge collection of domain theories, each of which
applies in very restricted cases. Furthermore, these general theories
need to be represented in a manner that is as independent as possi-
ble of the circumstances of particular cases. This paper describes
research on analysis and reformulation of domain theories. The per-
spective of this work is to view a problem space as though it were
physical space, and the actions in the problem space as though they
were physical motions. A domain theory should then state the laws
of motion within the space. Following the analogy with physics, a
representation is a coordinate system, and theories are reformulated
by transforming coordinates. The mathematical basis for this anal-
ogy is briefly given, and illustrated on two simple examples.

Introduction
Reuse of theories in problem solving poses a number of

difficulties, including the need to organize theories and effi-
ciently retrieve appropriate theories in new situations. If
there are too many specialized theories, the agent will be
unable to find appropriate ones quickly enough, so general
theories are needed. But overgeneralization of theories
causes the retrieval of theories that are inappropriate. So it is
necessary to precisely identify the class of problems on
which a given theory can be reused.

This identification goes hand in hand with the process of
finding a good representation for the theory. A given theory
can be represented in an extremely large number of different
ways that vary in their computational effectiveness. Remov-
ing implementation detail from the representation is neces-
sary to produce as general a theory as possible, which can be
reused in many different implementations.

Computer science is not the first field to be faced with
this issue. Throughout the history of science, it has always
been desirable to formulate theories in as general a way as
possible, so that important regularities are identified and sep-
arated from details particular to individual situations. In par-
ticular, physics has had a great deal of success in formulating
theories of wide generality yet high predictive accuracy. The
perspective of this paper is that many of the mathematical
structures employed in the statement of physical theories can
be usefully generalized to the statement of abstract theories.

The next two sections briefly review the ideas of invari-
ance in theories, and its relationship with symmetry. The last

two sections briefly discuss the mathematics of symmetry,
and present two simple examples.

Invariants of Laws
The ability to formulate any law of nature depends on the

fact that the predictions given by the law, together with cer-
tain initial conditions, will be the same no matter when or
where the results of the predictions are observed. In physical
theories, the fact that absolute time and location are never
relevant is essential for the statement of laws; without this
fact, general laws could not be stated, and the complexity of
the world would eliminate the possibility of intelligent com-
prehension of the environment. This irrelevance is stated in
terms of the invariance of laws under translation in time and
space. Such invariance is so self-evident that it was not even
stated clearly until less than a century ago. It was Einstein
who recognized the importance of invariance in the formula-
tion of physical law, and brought it to the forefi’ont of phys-
ics. Before Einstein, it was natural to first formulate physical
law and then derive the laws of invariance. Now, the reverse
is true. As the eminent physicist Wigner states, "It is now
natural for us to try to derive the laws of nature and to test
their validity by means of the laws of invariance .... "
(Wigner, 1967, p.5). This is especially clear in the develop-
ment of quantum mechanics.

Invariance is important not only in physics. As Dijkstra
states, "Since the earliest days of proving the correctness of
programs, predicates on the programs’s state space have
played a central role. This role became essential when non-
deterministic systems were considered .... I know of only one
satisfactory way of reasoning about such systems: to prove
that none of the atomic actions falsifies a special predicate,
the so-called ’global invariant’." (Dijkstra, 1985.) In other
words, as the system moves in its state space, the global
invariant is a law of motion. Dijkstra goes on to point out the
central difficulty in the use of invariants: "That solves the
problem in principle; in each particular case, however, we
have to choose how to write down the global invariant. The
choice of notation influences the ease with which we can
show that, indeed, none of the atomic actions falsifies the
global invariant." We need a mathematics of invariance, to
help us formulate invariants.

Symmetry
A symmetry is a mapping of an object or system to itself

such that the result of the mapping is indistinguishable from
the original. For example, the human body (idealized) has 
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left-right symmetry. Symmetries can exist in physical space
or in state space.

For each invariance, there is a corresponding set of sym-
metries, each of which maintains the invariant. For example,
the invariance of physical law under translation in space cor-
responds to the symmetries of space under all translations.
Also, the global invariant of a non-deterministic program
corresponds to all permutations of the atomic actions; each
permutation maintains the invariant.

This correspondence holds in reverse, also. For each set
of symmetries, there is a corresponding invariant.

Many of the important symmetries in physics are geo-
metric. In other words, they are symmetries of the space in
which motion takes place. By viewing a program as "mov-
ing" in its state space, we can take the same approach as
physicists: formulate geometric symmetries of the space, and
use them to derive invariants, thereby obtaining laws gov-
erning the use of the program.

The Mathematics of Symmetry

Given a global invariant, the corresponding set of trans-
formations are closed under composition, and for every
transformation, its inverse is also a transformation that pre-
serves the invariant. The identity transformation is also
always in the set. Thus, the set of transformations form a
group. Group theory is the language of symmetries, and has
assumed a central role in modern physics. In previous publi-
cations (Benjamin, 1992, 1994), it has been shown how
group theory can be used to analyze the symmetries of a task
and derive invariants, which are then used to synthesize a
program. In this paper, we will instead examine local sym-
metries, which are symmetries between parts of a system,
rather than of the whole system,

Local symmetries correspond to local invariants, which
are predicates that hold for some part of a system, but not
necessarily for the whole system. An example is a loop
invariant in a program, which holds during the execution of
the loop, but not necessarily elsewhere. This is the sort of
invariant more often encountered in computing.

To handle local symmetries, we use a more general the-
ory than group theory: the theory of inverse semigroups. A
semigroup is a closed, associative system, and an inverse
semigroup has the additional property that every action is
invertible. The difference between a group and an inverse
semigroup is that the transformations in the group must be
globally defined (they correspond to global symmetries)
whereas those in the inverse semigroup can be defined on
only part of the space, and are thus partial functions on the
space. Inverse semigroups are thus more appropriate for rea-
soning about programming constructs, e.g., rules, which can
be defined only on some variable bindings.

In physical theories, space-time is represented in terms of
a coordinate system. Invariance under translation in time or
space then becomes invariance under coordinate change.
Inverse semigroups possess a similar notion of coordinate
system, and we use this in the same way.

We consider a domain theory M = (Q, A, ~5) consisting 
a set A of actions defined as partial functions on a state space
Q, together with a mapping ~5: Q × A ~ Q that defines the
state transitions. This formalism is very general. It encom-
passes nondeterministic systems and concurrent systems. In
this short paper, deterministic examples are given due to
space considerations. The reader is referred to earlier papers
for further details and examples (Benjamin(1992, 1992a,
1994) and Benjamin et ai.(1991).)

For example, Q could be the states of an automaton, A
the input alphabet and 8 the state transition function. Or Q
could be sets of first-order sentences, A a set of inference
rules, and ~5 define how the inference rules work.

To analyze the structure of such a semigroup of transfor-
mations, a usual step is to examine Green’s relations (Lalle-
ment, 1979). Green’s equivalence relations are defined as
follows: given any semigroup S:

a R b iffaS 1 = bS1 a L b iffSla = Slb

aJbiffSlaSl=SlbS1 H = Rc~L D = RL

where S1 denotes the monoid corresponding to S (S with an
identity element 1 adjoined. Intuitively, we can think of these
relations in the following way: aRb iff for any plan that
begins with "a", there exists a plan beginning with "b" that
yields the same behavior; aLb iff for any plan that ends with
"a", there exists a plan ending with "b" that yields the same
behavior; aHb indicates functional equivalence, in the sense
that for any plan containing an "a" there is a plan containing
"b" that yields the same behavior; two elements in different
D-classes are functionally dissimilar, as no plan containing
either can exhibit the same behavior as any plan containing
the other. Utilizing Green’s relations, Lallement defines a
coordinate system for a semigroup:
Definition. Let D be a D-class of a semigroup, and let HXp

(L ~ A, p ~ P) be the set of H-classes contained in 
(indexed by their L-class and R-class). A coordinate sys-
tem for D is a selection of a particular H-class H0 con-
rained in D, and of elements q~p, q’ ~.p, rxp, r’Xp ~ S 1
with ~, ~ A, p ~ P such that the mappings x --~ qxpxr)qo
and y ~ q’ xpyr’ ~-P are bijections from H0 to HXp and
from Hxp to Ho, respectively. A coordinate system for D
is denoted by [Ho;{(qxp, q’ )~p, r~p, r’xp): ~ ~ A, p ~ P}].
The intuition behind this definition is that an H class

identifies a set of functionally similar actions (which may be
macros, or sequences of elementary actions) that can be
translated through the state space to cover the entire space.
The H class thus gives the basic unit of organization of the
actions, and the translations can be thought of as "coordinate
axes". This is analogous to the concept of coordinate systems
in a vector space, in which a basic unit, e.g. a point, is trans-
lated in one dimension to give a line, which is then translated
through another dimension to give a plane, etc. As we will
see in the examples, these dimensions correspond to inde-
pendent controls for the task, in much the same way that
orthogonal dimensions in a vector space are independent.

Within this formal framework, the different ways of rep-



resenting a task’s actions are different coordinate systems.
This gives us a precise way of reasoning about representa-
tions. It also gives us a method of transforming representa-
tions, as each coordinate system gives a matrix
representation in the same way that a coordinate system in a
vector space gives a matrix representation (details are omit-
ted here; the reader is referred to Lallement for details.) This
permits us to switch between representations by changing
coordinates. As in vector spaces, this is done by performing
a similarity transformation (inner automorphism).

We need to identify properties that are inherent to the
task, rather than results of a particular implementation.
These are the properties that hold in all coordinate systems.
As we vary the coordinate system, each action varies
through an equivalence class of actions. Any property that is
invariant under all coordinate transformations is a property
of the task itself, and hence is a law. Any property that is not
invariant under coordinate transformation is an implementa-
tion property. In particular, the abstract names for actions,
which should not reflect implementation distinctions, can be
determined by factoring a given automaton by its group of
coordinate transformations.

Example: A Simple Discretized Mobile Robot
Let us consider a simple robot that moves on a hexagonal

grid. Each grid point is labeled by its row and column. The
robot’s orientation can be north (N), northeast (NE), south-
east (SE), south (S), southwest (SW), or northwest (NW). 
has six basic motions: forward (F), forward right (R), 
ward left (L), backwards (b), backwards right (r), and 
wards left (1). These motions are shown in Figure 
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The states of this robot split into two disjoint sets: any
position with orientation N, SE, or SW, and any position
with orientation S, NE, or NW. No state in either set is reach-
able from the other. We will examine only the first set, as the
other is isomorphic. Let us examine the motion of this robot
on a 2x2 grid, shown in Figure 2. There are twelve states in
Q. The semigroup A consists of all distinct state mappings
generated by {F, R, L, b, r, 1}, together with 0 (the empty
mapping). Factoring this semigroup by its local coordinate
transformations gives the familiar decomposition of path
planning into planning changes in position and then planning
changes in orientation. (More precisely, the semigroup is the
normal extension of the subsemigroup that holds orientation
invariant by a group of orientation changes that holds posi-
tion invariant.)

Now let us see how this decomposition scales up to all
path planning on any such grid. Figure 3 shows twelve 2x2

grids.

~

Figure 3. The twelve ways of
composing 2x2 grids. This
"flower" shape contains twelve
2x2 grids, each of which inter-
sects every other in at least one
point, the center point.

This figure shows all possible ways of intersecting two
such grids, and hence shows all possible correspondences
between states. For example, the state (2,1,N) of the bold
grid in Figure 3a corresponds to a different state in each of
the other eleven 2x2 grids in the figure. It corresponds to the
state (2,1,SE) in the bold 2x2 grid in Figure 3b. In this way,
each state in the 2x2 grid can potentially correspond to any
of the other eleven states in another 2x2 grid. These state
correspondences specify correspondences between the
actions. For example, the motion RRFrLbll, which maps
(2,1,N) to (2,1,SW) must be given the same relabeling 
LbllbLrF, which maps (2,1,SE) to (2,1,N). Continuing in 
way, we derive the following: FRRF = rLbl = lbLr = RFrL =
bllb = LrFR = RRFrLbll = bLrFRRff = LbllbLrF = FrLbllbL
= rFRRFrLb = llbLrFRR. These twelve strings are the
motions that rotate the robot counterclockwise one turn,
while holding the grid position invariant. Similarly, the
clockwise motions, and the motions that hold the orientation
invariant while changing position map together.

This can be viewed as composing twelve copies of a the-
ory for the 2x2 grid to yield a valid theory for moving on a
larger grid. Copies of the theory are joined by unifying vari-
ables between theories. The purpose of computing a coordi-
nate system is that the coordinate axes identify what to unify.
When the small grid is a subtask of a larger grid, the actions
on the small grid must be able to be formulated as actions on
the large grid. So, when considering all ways of composing
grids to make larger grids, we are considering all ways of
formulating small grid actions as larger grid actions, i.e., all
ways of transforming coordinates within the small grid.

By induction, this method of composing larger tasks
from smaller ones guarantees that the abstract properties of
the small grid scale up to any grid composed from small
grids. In particular, the decomposition of the small grid and
the decomposed control that is synthesized both generalize
to this infinite class of grids. This justifies the use of this path
planning algorithm on any such grid.

If any of the component semigroups resulting from this
reformulation are too large, then the method is applied recur-
sively, yielding a hierarchical decomposition. The method is
terminated when the semigroups are sufficiently small to be
searched, or are recognized as previously solved subtasks.

Example: A Car
Nelson (1967) gives the following example of a car mov-

ing on a smooth, 2-dimensional surface. The configuration

space of the car is an open submanifold of R2 x T2, parame-



terized by (x, y, % 0), where x and y are the Cartesian

coordinates of the center of the front axle, q0 is the angle of
the car measured counterclockwise from the positive x-axis,

and 0 is the angle made by the front wheels with the car.

0
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Figure 4 A car.

T is the toms generated as the angles vary between -~

and re, and 0 is constrained to vary between --0max and

0max, which gives the submanifold ofR2 × Tz. The two con-

trol fields are: Steer = ~ and

Drive = cos (q0 + 0) ~--~ + sin (q0 + 0) ~-~ + sin0~-~.

These two fields do not span the entire four-dimensional
configuration space, but as Nelson shows, the closure of
these two fields under Lie products permits any motion to be
approximated arbitrarily closely. Let S(t) and D(t) be 
flows generated by Steer and Drive, respectively. Each of
these flows constitutes a semigroup. The semigroup S of
motions of the car is generated by these two semigroups,
together with a set of commutation relations relating S and
D, e.g., if the driver turns the wheels a certain angle then
drives a certain distance, the car ends up where it started.

Choose a small piece of this configuration space, such as
a square Q large enough for the car to maneuver to reach
every configuration in the square. Analyzing Green’s rela-
tions for these flows, we see that each D-class corresponds to
a class of curves with the same endpoints and convex hull.
For example, in Figure 5, the path drawn in bold is in the
same D-class as all the other paths with the same endpoints
that lie completely within its convex hull (dotted lines).

Figure 5. A D-class.

The reformulation algorithm finds those subsemigroups
of maximal symmetry in Q. These are the circles in x-y
space. These correspond to the D-classes of the curves of

constant 0 that return to their starting point. This structure is
reminiscent of homotopy classes, except that curves of con-
stant turning are used instead of curves of minimum length
as the representatives of the classes. The inner automor-
phisms of these spheres are the rotational symmetries, and
factoring by this group again gives the familiar decomposi-
tion of planning the car’s motion into planning position and
then planning rotation. The vector field for position changes

is independent of q0 and 0, and is simply R2, and that for

rotation consists of maneuvers that are independent of x and

y, but utilize 0, in a manner similar to the discretized robot.

Steer, the control that modifies 0, was already stated as
an independent vector field, and thus planning turns of the
steering wheel is a third component of the decomposition.
This component was not present in the discretized mobile
robot. Synthesis in the new representation is done by synthe-
sizing the path in the x and y dimensions, e.g., avoiding

obstacles, then rifting this path into the q~ dimension by
planning the necessary orientation changes, then lifting this

path into the 0 dimension by planning the necessary turns of
the steering wheel. As before, this decomposition applies to
all surfaces that can be composed from the base case (the
squares.) The subsemigroups that are amalgamated are the
circular neighborhoods within the squares.

Summary
Identification of the local invariants and symmetries of a

domain theory yields a reformulation of the theory, and the
identification of a set of implementation-independent invari-
ants that characterize the theory. The definition of coordinate
systems for semigroups yields a means of identifying these
local symmetries. This analysis is expensive, but can be per-
formed on small, simple systems, yielding a domain theory
that can be reused on an infinite class of tasks. This is a step
in addressing the crucial issue of designing tractable problem
solving techniques that scale up to large problems.
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